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phenomena have to be known but only as an instrumentation, not as the governing principles. The occult is a vast ﬁeld
and complicated and not without its dangers. It need not be
abandoned but it should not be given the ﬁrst place.
*
You need not think about the occult Power. Let the Mother’s
consciousness grow in you and her Force work; occult powers
are not indispensable, but if they are needed they will come in
their proper time.
*
A sincere heart is worth all the extraordinary powers in the
world.
Ethical Rules for the Use of Occult Powers
There are a number of rules, really of an ethical, not a spiritual
nature, which are necessary for the very safety of the society itself
— those, for instance, against an egoistic use of occult secrets; for
if that were disregarded, there would be inevitably a clash with
other formations on the same plane and consequent disaster.
Thought Reception and Thought Reading
About X’s faculty of receiving the thoughts of others, — if this
had been of the nature of thought reading, that is to say looking
at the minds of others and seeing what is there, the remedy would
have been simple; refusal to look would be enough and even the
faculty might disappear by atrophy through long discontinuance. But if the thoughts of others come to her of themselves, it
may be the psychic opening in her inner mind which it would
be difﬁcult to get rid of. If she could remain indifferent or push
away these unwelcome visitors behind her and not think of them
again, that would be one remedy; it might even be discouraged
from coming after a time by this lack of reception. As for why
it comes, it is not something that comes but something that is

